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F

Management Analysis and Corrective Actions

This metric confirms that there is evidence the contractor uses and analyzes EVMS data and information (at least on a monthly basis) as a 
part of their decision-making. This metric determines whether management actions are resulting from EVMS generated data and information 
communicated to the DOE customer.

manual monthly

X = The contractor cannot demonstrate management actions are based on EVMS generated data communicated to DOE.

N/A

 cost tool (source data)
 IPMR F1, F2, F3, F5

 monthly performance review
data presented by contractor

The contractor cannot demonstrate management actions are based on EVMS generated data communicated to DOE.

0

Page 42, Intent: "Performance measurement data should be utilized by all levels of management to promote effective project execution. 
Because of this, the data produced by the earned value management system must be available to managers on a timely basis and must be of 
sufficient quality to ensure that effective integrated program management decisions can be made as a result of its analysis."

DOE EVMS Metric Specification

1. Process Category 2. Metric ID (new, old) 3. Method 4. Frequency

F.04.02

5. Attribute

6. Metric Intent

7. Metric Short Description

9. Max. Threshold 10. Max. Tolerance

12. Needed Artifacts and Data Elements

14. Instructions

15. Reference(s)

13. Assumptions

Determine if X or X/Y exceeds the threshold.

Conduct the following manual operation(s).

X artifact(s)

16. Revision Block

•

EVMS use unsubstantiated

operation

manual

(26.01.02) (131)

8. Metric

2.6

11. Weight

rev. no. description of change and sections affected date prepared prepared by date approved approved by

V04.00  Updated for release.  See track changes. 2022-01-21 PM-30 2022-01-21 Melvin Frank

V03.00  Updated for release.  See itemized revision list. 2020-02-10 PM-30 2020-02-10 Melvin Frank

V02.00  Updated for release.  None. 2019-07-31 PM-30 2019-07-31 Melvin Frank

V01.01  Updated through 2019-03-13.  Minor corrections. 2019-03-13 PM-30 2019-03-14 Melvin Frank

V01.00  Updated for release.  All. 2019-01-31 PM-30 2019-01-31 Melvin Frank
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1. Is there evidence the contractor’s management uses and analyzes earned value information (at least on a monthly basis) as a part of their 
decision-making?


This test confirms that there evidence the contractor uses and analyzes EVMS data and information (at least on a monthly basis) as a part of 
their decision-making. Sound project management embraces a consistent and repeatable process that involves monitoring the project, 
addressing problems, implementing solutions, and following up on effective corrective actions until closure. Implementing corrective actions 
and assessing the effect is critical to ensuring the success of the project. As a result of the routine performance and progress evaluation, the 
cost, schedule, and technical status provided to the customer must align with the contractor's EVMS data and information in order to identify 
the progress made towards meeting the overall technical, schedule, and cost objectives of the project. The testing determines whether 
management actions are resulting from EVMS generated data and information communicated to the DOE customer using a combination of 
artifact review and the technical explanations provided by the PM and CAMs.


manual monthly


X = The contractor cannot demonstrate management actions are based on EVMS generated data (using a combination of artifacts 
and explanations) communicated to DOE.


N/A


 cost tool (source data)
 IPMR F1, F2, F3, F5


 monthly performance review
data presented by contractor


The contractor cannot demonstrate management actions are based on EVMS generated data (using a combination of artifacts 
and explanations) communicated to DOE.


0


Page 41, Intent: "Performance measurement data should be utilized by all levels of management to promote effective project execution. 
Because of this, the data produced by the earned value management system must be available to managers on a timely basis and must be of 
sufficient quality to ensure that effective integrated program management decisions can be made as a result of its analysis."


DOE EVMS Metric Specification


1. EIA-748 Guideline 2. Metric ID 3. Method 4. Frequency


26.01.02


5. Attribute


6. Metric Intent


7. Metric Short Description


9. Max. Threshold 10. Max. Tolerance


12. Needed Artifacts and Data Elements


14. Instructions


15. NDIA Reference(s)


13. Assumptions


Determine if X or X/Y exceeds the threshold.


Conduct the following manual operation(s).


X artifact(s)


16. Revision Block


•


EVMS use unsubstantiated


operation


manual


(161)


8. Metric


11. Weight


rev. no. description of change and sections affected date prepared prepared by date approved approved by


V03.00  Updated for release.  See itemized revision list. 2020-02-10 PM-30 2020-02-10 Melvin Frank


V02.00  Updated for release.  None. 2019-07-31 PM-30 2019-07-31 Melvin Frank


V01.01  Updated through 2019-03-13.  Minor corrections. 2019-03-13 PM-30 2019-03-14 Melvin Frank


V01.00  Updated for release.  All. 2019-01-31 PM-30 2019-01-31 Melvin Frank
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